PETER M. SIMONS
Brentano's Theory of Categories: A Critical Appraisal

1. The

Dlssertalloo

Brentano's interest in the theory of categories runs from the. beginning to the
end of his academic career. The story behind it may conveniently be traced to a
weD-known remark in the Critique of Pure Reason, where Kant says of Aristo·

tle's categories that »because be bad no principle, be snatched them up as they
oa:urrcd to bim«1• Hegel and Mill also criticised Arist otle for lac:k of.system.In
his Geschichte du Kalegorienlehre, Trendelenburg undertook to show that Aris
totle's choice was not arbitrary, but that be was guided by grammatical fac:tors.2
This thesis of the grammatical origin of the categories is plausible, and was de·
veloped independently of Trendelenburg in this century by Benveniste3 and la
ter elaboratad by Kahn.4 But a discovery proc:cdure is not a justification, and
Trendelenburg went on to criticise Aristotle. In his doctoral dissertation Von

du mannigfachen Bedeutung des Seienden noch Aristoteles, written under Tren·
delenburg. Brentano de fended Aristotle against this and other criticisms, and
tried to show that one could indeed give a principled defence of Aristotle s
choice. The results may best be summarized in the table Bren tano himself drew
'

and which he caUcd

the »family tree« of the c:ategories:5
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was Brentano's view that the table of categories (in the fmal form with eight
rather than the original ten) represented a complete catalogue of ways in which
something could be predicated of a fust substance, given certain other doct rines

of Aristotle, such as the form/matter distinction, the ways in which substances
act on one another, and his views on spatial and temporal determinations. If
this does not constitute a suc:cessful defence of Aristotle's choice, it is mainly

because of the doctrines it presupposed; it is stiU probably better than anything
else we have, and the dissertation's value as a commentary is undiminished.

Z.

1be Later Writings

When Brentano returned to consider Aristotle's theory of the meanings of »to
be« and the categories, his owo philosophy had matured and be was no longer
unconditionally obedient to Aristotle. In the course of his repeated attempts to
come to terms with the same cluster of problems, be produced a labyrinth of es
says, sketches, and notes which makes up much of his later philosophy. The do
cumentation of his struggles and partial su ccesses is to be found in the texts put
together by Kastil under the title KDtegorienlehre. The text we ha ve is far from
unitary, and it is not possible to extract a fmal coherent system from it, because
Brentano was revising his opinions until days before his death. But we can ce r
tainly pick out a n um ber of more or less stable positions in regard to Aristotle
and the categories.
Brentano is now sharply critical of Aristotle, and on several occasions lists the
latter's mistakes,' for instance, in not accepting accidents. But his main criticism
centres on Aristotle's mereology, or theory of part and whole. According to
Aristotle, not both a whole and its (proper) part can be actual at the same time.
If the part is actual, the part exists only potentially. Brentano con trasts this with
Lcibniz, for whom only monads, objects without parts, are real, and aggregates
of these are not real units. Both are wrong, says Brentano, and of co urse he is
right. His favourite coun terexam ple is a spatial continuum. Both it and its parts
are real. So Brentano emphasizes against both Aristotle and Leibniz that an ag
gregate or plurality of things is itself a tbing.7 Unfortunately be, like Lcibniz,
fails to distinguish between an aggregate in the sense of a plur alit y of individ
uals, something of which a number greater than one is truly predicable (e.g. the
several apples in a bowl), and an individual, such as a single apple, of which only
,one' is truly predicable, but which nevertheless has several par ts This confu
sion leads him to assign a special posit ion io his ontology to a two kinds of
atomic substances, whi r h he calls »ultimately unitary«, namely extensionless
points and monadic souls.1lf non-atoms (objects with proper parts) are confused
with pluralities, one is bound to believe there are atoms, since a plurality is
many units and presupposes them, so there must be ultim a te atomic units, since
otherwise everything would be a plurality, which is absurd This is Leibniz's
knockdown argument for monads.' But if we clarify the distinction between an
·

.

.

individual which has proper parts, and the plurality, the objeds whic:b arc

its

proper parts, we are free to entertain the proposition that everything has proper
parts and there are no ultimate unities in Brentano's seose.10 No doubt Bren

tano would have kept souls, and the assumption that every corporeal object has
proper parts en t ails, if there are any bodies, the exist ence of infmitely many,
which Breotano expressly denies. But his atomism am no longer be derive d
from mercology alone, and m ust be defended oo other grounds.
3.

Mistakes In

Breotaoo's

laterpRtaUoa or Aristotle

Brcotano makes Aristotle's mereology responsible for his view that ,to be' said
in the various categories is not univocal. According to this view; the whole made
up a substance and its accidents is s uch that not both it and its part, the sub
st ance, am be fully real at the same time. Since Aristotle accepts the reality of
the substance throughout, the whole cannot be fully real and therefor e the ac
cidents which accrue to the substan ce are also not fully real. Hence pre dications
in whic:b an accident is predicated of a substance express inauthentic senses of

,be'.

One criticises Brentano's interpretation of Aristotle with trepidation, but in
this. case 1 thiilk Brentano has picked the wrong explanation. Aristotle's belief
that there are as many predicative senses of ,be' as there are categories is based
not oo his m ereology but on his the ory of de rmition When we derme a species
by means of genus and specific difference, Aristotle requires in effect that the
extension of the difference lie partly outside of the genus. In the case of both
,being' and ,one', since any difference falls under both of these, the condition
.

11
for a proper dermilion cannot be fulf"illed. Hence ,being' cannot be a genus,
and ,be' cannot be univoc:al in the different categories, since a word c:an only be
univocal with reference to a common genus.12

There is coUateral evidence that it cannot be Aristotle's mereol ogy whic:b
leads him to deny the univoc:ity of predicative ,be': the concept of substance un
dergoes development between the Categories and the Metaphysics. In the for
mer, substance is the concrete individual: this man, this horse. In the latter, it is
Aristotle's considered opinion that subst ance is the subst antial form of a con
crete individuaiP The composite of form and matter is not substance, because
it is posterior to form, and m atter is not substance because it is only potential.
The concrete individual is then the co mposite of substantial and accidental
forms with matter. It is true that in the mature work (rudimentary) mereologi
cal considerations play a part, but the reas on for denying univoc:ity to ,be' is gi
ven whether we take substance as the concrete individual or as substantial form.
Admittedly, Aristotle does not draw the consequence until the Metapllysics, but
it was o pen to him to draw it independently of the revision of the substance
concept, since the doctrine on defmition which we have cited is to be fo und in
the early Topics.14 Overlooking the development, Breotano also overlooks th at
Aristotle•s reasons are not mereological

.
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have a fmal half-objection to Brentano's interpretation. Aristotle's term
has several meanings. In his list of equivocal words be says an acci
d en t is som et hing which belongs to something but not of necessity or for the
m ost part.15 When contrasted with ,substance', ,accident' means simply what
••comes to« th e substance. This is a different meaning. because some things
»Coming to« substances are not a ccident al, e.g. four-leggedness of horses. But
when talking about the ,accidental' sense of ,be' he sometimes uses exam ples of
predication in which the natural predicate is in subject p ositi on, e.g. »This musi
cal (person) is a man« inst e ad of »This man is musicalcc.l6 This makes it look as
though an accidental predication is just one which puts a grammatically natural
predicate in subject pos i t ion, and B rentaoo indeed tends to see it this way."
Hence he tends to regard the expression for an accide nt as basically nominal in
form , ,a musical (person)', ,a three yard long (thing)', s omething which is
grammatically much less s tr ai ned in Greek and German than in English. But
this graounatical account fails to connect with the basic meaning of ,accidental'
as ,exceptional', and also overlooks the fact that Aristotle sometim es gives ex
amples which are perfectly normal grammatically, as »The man is musicalu.181n
favouring the nominal version over the adjectival, prepositional, verbal and ad
verbial expressions of categories, Brentano is alre ady, as early as the dissert a
tion, preparing the way for his reversal of Aristotle's view of the relation be
tween substance and accident, and laying the grammatical basis for his later
,accident'

reism.

4. Reism and

PredJcatioo

In his later work, Brentru1o maintains that ,is' is used in several senses, as did
Aristotle, a11d he regards only one kind of use as »authentic:« (eige11tlicll). In

authentic uses arc acce pted by Brentano as practically useful fat;ons de parler,
but they engender ••fictions« if taken ontologically seri ously and can then lead
to inOated ontologie s. (Brentano's analysis of what happened to those of his pu
pils who strayed from the One True Path). Among such fictive uses arc those
describing something as being thought of, being true, being possible, being past

men.l11 P ure objects of thought,
truths in themselves, possibilities, past and future things, universals and c on cept
extensions arc all fictions. I shall not deal here with inauthentic being or with
B re o t ano's theory of rclations.211
In authentic predicative uses of ,be', which Brenta11o thinks is univocal and
means ,is a thing', authentic predication lines up with mereological relations,
altb ougb it would be going too far to say Brentano redu ce s predication to me
reology. We know that simple prcdications for Breotano are positive or negative
cxistcntials,Z1 and be sometinlcs goes so far as to say tbat because »A tree is
green« is equivalent to »A green tree exists«, so we can actually say »A tree
exists grcen«.22 However, whether or not this was his co nside red opinion,
or future, being Man, and being the class of all

.:il
Brentano's theory of predication is in any case inadequate. He cannot put �>in
gular j udgements into words with the means of expression he officially rccog
nizes.Z.I
Let us however overlook this and consider bow he secs predication, givt�n the
a dditional device of singular terms. Jt is by nOW well enough knownl' that
Brentano considers a true predication like ,.Joachim tastes a 1983 Riesling
Spallese« as true because there arc two not wholly distinct objects, a subject, in
this case, a sub stan ce , namely Joachim (an extcnsionlcss soul) ami an accident,
a wine-taster, which has Joachim as a proper p art . When Joachim stops t asti n g
the wine, he continues to exist, but the wine-taster ce as es to exis t . The sub
stance can exist and continue to exist without the accident, but not vice versa.
The accident cannot survive alone. The substance is e11riclled ·to yi eld the acci
dent, but is not enriched by the addition of any part. The accid e nt can itself be
enriched further, as when J oachi m judges that the wine is dry and l;akcs
ple asure in its being dry. The wine- taster is then encompassed by a dry-winc
judgcr and this in turn by a liker-of-the-dry-winc. So we have accidents which
have accidents as their subjects, and the whole rese m bles a nest of Chin(�Sc box
25

es.

5. The

Question of Mereulugicul

Essentialism

In his illuminating account of Brcolano's theory of substance and accidcnl,
Chio;holm uscribes to Brentano a position wh i ch he (Chisholm) upholds, muncly

mereo/ogical esse11tialism (ME), the view that the parts of an object arc csscnlial
to it.16 In the case of subs trate and accident, ME is indeed a plausible view, be
cause the accident is more or less dcfmcd in such a way that its substrale is part
of it, and the idea of accidents wandering from one substrale to another is gener
ally held to be repugnant. For points and souls, which have no parts, ME is triv
ially true. However I have been able to find no explicit statement uf ME in
Brcntano's writings. In the KDtegorienlehre the re arc two statements by Kastil
which a p pr oach but do not amount to ME, in which he says th at »pari« is syn
categorcmatic whe reas »whole« (meaning ••what in cl u des parts« is catcgorcma
tic.n In the Ut�tersucllu11gen zur Simrespsyclro/ogie t h e re is a passage whe�c
B re n t an o accepts the view that sensations are individuated by their position in
some sort of »space«,a which would imply that the parts of a sensation arc es
sential to it. But again there is no general theoretical statement. On the other
band, there are statements which seem to go against ME. In his la.o;t theory of
corporeal being, Bre ntano says that bodies can be thought of as acci den t s which
adher e to the one spatial substance, absolute space, and displa ce themselves
from one part of it to another, move from place to place.29 LikeY.ise wa\'c mo·
ti on and the motion of systems of bodies (i.e. qualities) arc the translation of
qualities from place to place.30 Of course it re quires no gre a t feat of dialectic to
see how to inter pret Brentano's words in a way compatible with ME. Instead of
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saying that qualities literaUy wander from one place to another, we can say that
neighbouring places successively take on certain qualities, but no quality, whi ch
is an accident of a pla c e, itself wanders from one place to another. Kastil loses
31
no time in •correcting• Breot ano in this way in a oote. Caveat lector! We are

dealing with an unstable and uncomplet ed phase of Brentano's last thoughts,
and the fact that his words, taken at face val ue. are incompatible with ME, does
not mean his words should n ot be taken at face value. In the absence of

corroborating evidence, it should be tre a ted as indeterminate whether Brcn
tano's new thoughts on motion should or should not be t aken as an indication

that be was prepared to d rop ME. It inay well be that ME applies de facto to all
that Brentano is ultimately willing to accept in his ontology. If e.g. we

the things

only have souls, places, and unwandering accidents of th es e, then Brentano's
ontology will satisfy ME, albeit that there is seemingly no statement of it by
him. But l a cking a consistent and defmitive statement of Brentano's ultimate
ontology the ascription of ME to him must be assigned the status »Not prov
en«.»

6. Brenlano's

Last

Theory of Bodily Motion

The last theory of m otion is of int erest for its own sake. The idea is that bodies
are not substantial but arc accidents or clusters of acci dents of parts of a finite

absolute space, so that space and its parts are substantial. Admittedly B renta no
entertains the theory only as an hypothesis,.u but one has the impression he is
favourably inclin ed towards it. We can illus trate the theory by considering the
analogy with a television screen. Suppose we have a kind of television screen
consisting of fmitely many pictorial ele men ts (»pixels«), each of which can take
on any colour (real tel evisions are not like this). Then by suitably varying the
colour of each element, we can simulate the motion of a body across the screen.
As we know from television. the illusion works. Now imagine a three-dimensio
nal version in which each element can take on any quality from each range or
determinable qualities. Then we have a clear idea of Brentano' s absolute space,
except that Brentano does not commit himself to discrete elements. Among the
sensory qualities that can modify any element are electric charge, magnetic in
tensity and so on, and on a larger scale we get the various degrees of har dn ess
of bodies, so that interpenetration of spatial objects is no more and n o less pos
sible than in our world. In fact, to the observe r there woul d be no w ay to distin
guish Brentano's world from ours.
Brentano's view has conceptual repercussions, however. If we assume ME,
then it should be clear that on Brent ano's view nothing moves, either absolutely
or relatively. For something to move is for it to successively occupy or qualify
different places, whether absolute or relative to some system of bodies. But
pr ecisely that is ruled out by the conjunction of Brcntano's th eory with ME.
Nothing - DO thing - moves from place to place , because places arc parts or
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things and no thing can change its parts. Contrast the apparent motion of an
image of an aeroplane on a t elevis ion screen with the real motion of a real fly
walking across the surface of the screen. In Brentano's world, the re arc no

things like the fly. So things that move are not real things, but rather, like the
view is not so far
from Aristotle as might appear. Aristotle's considered view on corpo real sub
stances makes them rather like disturbances io prime matter, in much the same
way as Breotaoo makes them rather like disturbances in absolute space,15 one
difference being that Brentano's space, unlike Aristotle's prime matter, is actual
and not just potential. However another consequence of ME is that the place of
any s patial thing is essential to it: nothing could have bee� elsewhere than
where it actually is. I do not know whether Brentaoo accepted this.
I must say I rmd Brentano's theory incre dible, though it is not so easy as one
m ight think to rmd strong metaphysical counterarguments. There is one point
of indeterminacy however. If a uniform patch of red colour »moves«, then wh ile
we can clearly say that this involves elements at the leading edge becOming red
and those at the trailing edge becoming not-red, it is not clear whether the red places in the middle are new each instant or whether each red-place lasts fro m
the time when the leading edge comes to il to the time the trailing edge comes
to it. If we consider motion in one dimeasion and represent time as going from
top to bottom, letting let ters name individual red- places, which picture is cor
rect?36
image, what Chisholm calls entia successiva.34 In the end, this
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Brentano's view of space as substance arises because he sees substance as that
which confers individuality. On this view, the pidure on the left im m ore likely
to be correct. But we must also take into account Brentao o' s Augustinian view
that God is continuously recreating the material world, which makes the picture
on the right more plausible. It strikes me as anachronistic that the nominalist
Brentano should lay such store by individuation. For those who believe in uni
versals, there must be something which individuates, because common natures
arc precisely common, and canno t »generate« individuals alone. But nominalists
usually accept that individuals just are individuals, without requiring something
to individuate them. Brentaoo's insistence on the importance of individuation
may be a relic or an earlier phase of his tho ught: the paper in the Untersuclrun
gen zur Sinnespsychologie from which the example favourable to ME was taken
is largely conccroed with the individuation of sensory qualities.
Breataoo's theory or individuation has at least two undesirable consequences.
Ooe is that the individuators - souls and places --·are never given to us, even
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secondarily, in experience, although they are known to exist. I detect shades of
Locke's reticent s u bstanc es and Berkeley's elusive spirits. The historian of phi
losophy Brentano must have known what fate met these. A t the hands of
Berkeley and Hume respectively they were dissolved in favo ur of b und les or
congeries of ideas, and one would think so me kind of bundle theory would solve
Brentano's problem.37 A no minalist n eed not fear that bundles of indi viduals fail
of individuality unless he confuses the bundle as a wh ole with the bundle as a
plurality. But Brcntano makes pre cisely this m istake, so perhaps we now have
the underlying reason for his need of individuators, intrinsic units liter ally at the
heart of each c ongeries of what would otherwise be individuals external to one
another. Since a substance and its various accidents arc nevertheless numeri
cally distinct from one another, the existence of a common par t, the substance,
cannot prevent them from being a plurality. Perh a ps this is a partial explanation
for Brentano's unclearly formulated doct rine that a whole and its parts are not
whoUy distinct.38 Of course a whole and its part have the latte r in common, but
while sharing of parts admits of degrees, numerical difference does not . Pace
Brentano, he who has a single apple in his hand thereby has more than a thou
sand apple-halves in his hand, since the apple is divisible in many ways, though
because of the way they overlap all these apple halves together make up only
one appl e and not five hundred. Hence the appeal to substance as a common
part does not rescue the plurality of accidents containing it from lack of individ
uality unless one confounds whales and pluralir.ies from the start. Here we see
into what tangles the confusion may lead.
The second unpleasant consequence of Brentano's theory of space as ultimate
substance is that it breaks, in the case of no n-pysch ological things, the natural
connection between the substance/accident relation and predication. For while
in the psychological case we do predicate pe rceiving, thinking etc. of our selves,
we do not predicate being an apple or appleness of the place wh er e the apple is.
That of which ,is an apple' is truly predicated is the a pple itself. There is a pre
cedent for Brentano's move in Aristotle, who says at one point that we predi
cate substantial form of matt cr,JII and we have already seen that Brentano's ab
solute space takes on some of the functions of Aristotle's prime matter. How
ever a precedent is not an excuse: we predicate »apple« no t of prime matter, but
of individual appl es, as in the simpler Categories account. It was the privileged
position of such ••what it is« predications which was a maj or motivation for the
primacy of first substances in Aristotle's metaphysics. In their place Brentano
can offer us only departed ghosts.

6. Classes of Subtance and Accident
Because Brentano has abandoned the Aristotelian view that ,is' means some
thing different in each category, be is free to develop subclasses of substance s
and accidents without multi plying meanings of ,be'. In the l ong development of
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his lat er views, be gradually shifted his interest from the meanings of ,be' to the
different kinds of substance and accid en t. lt sh ould first be pointed out that
Brentano does not give a satisfactory definition of ,substance'. He does say that
a s ubs t ance

is »a being to which only such SJ,ecific differences ap(1ly as arc in
a part of it to continue to exist as an individual•• ..w
Regimenting this syn tactically unclear statement in the most plausible way yields
X is a substance
or. for all F: X is F iff necessarily: for all y, if y exists and y is
x or a part of x, then x is F
which would imply that loss of such an es sent i al property of x would spell doom
not only for x but for all its parts, something which goes against llrentano's own
views on continua. A continuum as a whole does not survive the mmibilation of
a part (so ME applies to co ntinua ), but if part of it is annihilated the remaiudcr
may carry on existing.41 A second consequence of the definition of substance
appears to be that a substance can continue to exist without a11y accidents. This
is surely impossible if bodies are substances. A body need not have just tbis
dispensable for it or even just

=

shape or colour,

but it

must have some shape or colour. For souls

and

places

the doctrine has less implausibility. B ut perhaps by ,specific differcm:cs' Bren

t ano means only essential properties of the substance. In that case we must re
place »X is F.. on the left-hand side of the dcji11icns by »X is essentially F··· The

de fmition is then rescued from triviality only by the implausible condition on
parts. Elsewhere Brentano characterit.cs substances only negatively as things
that are not accidents.•2
SubstancL'S are classified in various dimensions (Brentano drops Aristutlc's
ban on cross-classification). They may be ultimately i nit ary (atomic, without
part s) or non-atomic. Atomic substances comprise souls and points and not h ing
e�. Non-ato�ic substances differ as to whether th�y have finitely many atomic
parts or elements (collectives) or indefinitely many (continua). Brentanu denies
the existence of act ual infmities, which is why he uses the expression .. indefinite
ly many•. The difficulties to which this leads will ha\'C to be left aside here.
Substances may be such as to be able to exist alone, not as parts of something
else. In this case Brentano calls them things-for-themselves. Bodies belong here
until they lose their substantial status. By contrast boundaries (of two, one or
zero dimensions, i.e. s urfaces, lines, and points) cannot exist for themselves, but
only as part of something which they bound. Finally, there arc substances which
cannot do so. The former co m pr ise only God, the latter everything else.•·' Des
pite thi.'l variety among substances, Brcntano thinks that in substantial pre
dications the predicate is said of the subject in only one way.41
On the other hand in acciden tal prcdications, although ,is' means the same
throughout, the predicates do not all a p ply to their subjects in the same way.
There are indeed as many accidental categories, as there arc determinable
kiods of accidenl..u Among a cci dental predications applying to atomic substan
ces, Bren tano distinguishes betwen i11hcrc11ces and passi••c affections. The for
mer can continue to apply to their subjects wit h ou t causal assistance form out-

side. They include qualities of bodies and dispositions of the soul like virtue and
kn owledge On the other hand passive affections or uadergoings (ElleidUiagen)
.

require constant causal aclivty from outside in order to remain in their sub
jects.46 Som e ua�rgoiup lead to a final state, as when a change of place leads

body being somewhere else,

to a

or a change of color leads to something's

having a different colour. These are called changes or transformations

wandlungen ). Other passive affections such

(Um

as acts of consciousness arc nol

changes from one state to another. Amon g the accidents applying to non atoms
are those of number, shape, size, and disposition of parts (attitude).47 Brentano
also deals with inauthentic predications, including relatives, under the beading
-

of

denonrinationes extrinsecae.

cannot

be dealt with here.

But these raise many issues of their own and

7. Defective Mem»>OI)', »Bizarre Intermediate 'lbiogscc, and Fists
According to Brentano, a substr ate enriched to produce an accident is not enri
48
ched by the addition of any part. The substrate is one-sidedly detachable from


the accident; it can exist alone without the a ccident, the accident cannot exist
without the substrate. Brentano•s statements are not wit hout their difficulties
from an interpretative point of view, but he re I shall take the m at face value.
Chisbolm has defmed the substrate/accident relation for Bre ntano as tha t of
immediate part to whole.'" If we write,<' for (proper) part, then
x is an immediate part of y
Df. x < y and there is no z such that x < z and z < y.
e
This may coincide xt ensionally with Brentano•s notion of the substratc/
accid ent relation, but I fmd no statement of it in Bren tano and I doubt whether
it is the proper conceptual analysis. Certainly being an immediate part of some
thing is not the same as being a substr ate of it, because a substra t c of a sub
strate of an accident is still a substrate of the whole accident, as in the sequence:
soul presenter of wine affinner of wine - liker of wine. But the soul is not an
immediate part or the liker of wine, since the re are two parts between, yet we
do not get from soul to liker of wine by adding any parts. Another reason why
the imm ediate part relation is not a correct analysis of Brentano'ssubstrate/ ac
cident relation is that a believer in sp atial ato m s can accept that one individual
can have another as immediate part, as e.g.tbe half-open, half c losed real in t erval
{0, 1) is an immediate part of the closed interval (0, 1), but the whole is not an ac
cid ent of its immediate part. Brentano did not believe there were such cases,"
but that does nol affect the question of analysis, which has to preserve meaning
=

-

-

-

and nol just extension.
Brcntano's mereology thus offends against a principle of general mereology
which I have called the Wetlk Supplementation Principle:" if an individual has a
proper part, it has another proper part disj oint from the fust. Now this is no or
dinary principle, b ut one which is, in my view, analytically contained in the con-
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cept of part in just the same way as its transitivity. It serves to distiDguish
part/whole relatioos from other irreOcxive transitive relations such as beiDg
larger than. If B rentano persists in wanting the substratefaccident relation to be

as it is, we ought to deny that it is a part/whole relation. It nevertheless ob
viously bas somethiag in common with usual part/whole rclatioos, and this

needs to be properly clarified.

Saying that it is a

part/whole relation which de

viates from the usual one does not help us unless we know exactly what
ples bold for it (we already know one that does not).

princi

For those inclined to accept that it is a part/whole rel at ion. a way out is offered
by one passage in Brentano, where be says that it is impossible to specify anoth
er separable part alongside the substrate which makes up the whole.» We can
accept this and still legitimately use mereological vocabulary provided we are
prepared to accept insepamble parts. This was indeed the step taken by Stum p£
and elaborated by Husserlss Since inseparable parts arc not ca pable of exist
ence outside the whole they arc in. we prese rve the maiD point of Brentano's
theory while remaining true to mereology, and. one might add. to the traditional
(Aristotelian) theory of accidents.54 Brentano admits that such a way of speak

ing may have its

uses. but

he condemos it

as a fictionss and describes such de

pendent or logical parts as •that bizarre kind of mtermediate thing falling be
tween absurd universals and real individual things.c56
Brentano's opposition to dependent parts is justified if everything they can do
his ·accidents can do at least as weD. In lhat case he owes us a literal account of
his substrate/accident relation. which we can given because we can accept a

Brentanian accident as a whole consisting of a part which can exist alone and a
second part, which cannot exist without the first.
I nevertheless consider Brentano was right to hold that an individual quality

such as a redness is not pa1t of the red thing, although it is of the red thing and
cannot exist without other individuals in or of the red thing. In this case I wo u ld
agree with Aristotle that the redness is not in the red thing as part is to whole,58
even in a (dubious) wider sense of ,part•. One mclining reason is that if we take

the individual redness as a state and hence as

something with temporal

parts. if

the state is a part of the red thing, the red thing too has temporal parts. But the
red thing (an apple, say) is a continuant, and does not have tem poral parts. If
the redness is not a state (of being red), we must explain why we need both it

and the state of being red. the latter appearing uoproblematical.
Consider another example, where lhe ,plus' required is easily visualized: a fast,
which is a clenched hand. The fist is one-sidedly dependent on the band, but we
do not get a fiSt by adding a part to the hand. but rather by alteriDg the configU
ration of its parts. Rejec:ting the possibility that the individual clenchedncss is a
part of the fiSt, what distinguishes the band and the fiSt? It is very plausible to
say that the hand is part of the fiSt (no part of the band is missing) wl1en tl1e [1St
aists (we have to tense the part/whole relation), but are there any other parts?
I think nol We might want to say that by putting the thumb in contact with the
fmgers new objects come into being which straddle the join. but I do not see
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why we cannot just say that a pre viously scanered object coosisting of parts of
the fmgers and thumb is collected together when the fiSt is ma de . Ir, as I think,

that the hand lacks, wh en the fiSt exists, it and the
hand have all the same parts. But they are not identical, since the band outlasts
the fiSt, and there is no such thing as temporary identity." So we see th a t having
the same parts does not necessar ily make individuals identical. The individual
state of clenchedness may not be part of the fiSt, but it is still what makes the
difference between hand and fiSt. For cle nchedness is essential to fiStS but not
hands. Hence when we un cle nch a hand, a fiSt ceases to exist, but the hand t hat
was its substrate surviv es the change.
There are other <:ases where we seem to re fer to the same individual using
two different expressions, where Brentano would say the re arc two, one of
which is an accident of the other. For instance, Socrates t he teacher of Plato
would be a distinct thing from plain Socrates, modally enriching Socrates only
at those t! mes at which he is the teacher of Plato. In this case I t h ink Brentano
multiplies entities beyond necessity and we should follow the Aris tot e
lian/Fregean solution: the diffe rence lies no t in the things signified but in the
m ode of signifying.
From this brief survey it will be seen that I would deal with Brentano's acci
dents in a non - uniform way. Sympathetic as I am to his atte m pt to put merco
logy at the centre of ontological considerations, I think we cannot today follow
the fiSt has no prope r parts

his theory. How much of it can

be

rescued is another matter.
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